Towards a SSVEP-BCI Based on Depth of Field
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Abstract

It has been shown that the visual evoked potential amplitude reduces as the stimulus becomes increasingly defocused. Based on depth-of-field theory, which states that subject distance is the range of distance in which an object appears sharp at the retinal image, the present work attempts to verify an alternative SSVEP BCI setup, where the user gaze simultaneously two SSVEP stimuli flickering with different frequencies and located at different distances. This setup relies on the assumption that the focused stimulus is able to elicit distinguishable SSVEP pattern regardless the non-focused stimulus that is also present. Three subjects and two stimuli were considered. Clear SSVEP pattern was elicited when they were asked to focus either the nearest or the farthest stimulus.

1 Introduction

Visual evoked response (VEP) is an event related potential that occurs involuntarily in response to a visual stimulus. It has been shown that the defocusing of the retinal image has a greater effect on the latency of this potential [8]. An object is defocused when it is located out of the eye’s Depth of Field (DOF), that is defined as the range of distance in which an object appears sharp at the retinal image [6]. The focusing of a target is performed by an accommodation mechanism that is achieved when a neural signal is sent to the ciliary muscle changing the shape of the crystalline lens. It modifies the angle of refraction minimizing automatically the bluriness in the retinal image [3]. Then, the performance of brain-computer interfaces (BCI) based on steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP) could be affected by this optical phenomenon, specifically when the flickering stimuli go out of focus of the subject’s eye. As the amplitude of the VEP pattern can be reduced as the retinal image is increasingly defocused, an arising hypothesis is: if a BCI user is gazing simultaneously two stimuli flickering with different frequencies and located at different distances (enough to get only one into the subject’s DOF), the focused stimulus will be able to elicit distinguishable SSVEP pattern regardless the non-focused stimulus is also present. Due to the user choose the target stimulus by shifting the focus instead of gaze movements or attention, this work becomes an alternative method for presenting SSVEP stimuli either to traditional SSVEP paradigm or covert attention based SSVEP paradigms. Results showed that clear SSVEP pattern can be elicited when the subjects are asked to focus either the nearest or the farthest stimulus.

2 Methods

Three healthy subject without any experience with BCI were considered in this work. The experiments were undertaken with the understanding and written consent of them. This study
was approved by the research ethics committee of the Federal University of Espirito Santo (Brazil). Two stimuli, emitted by two $5 \times 7$ LED arrangements flickering at 5.6 Hz and 6.4 Hz located at different distances were displayed simultaneously. As shown in Figure 1(a), the nearest (6.4 Hz) and farthest (5.6 Hz) arrangements were placed at 28 and 47 cm far from the subject, respectively. In this positions non-focused objects appear considerably blurred [9]. Figure 1(b) shows the simulated appearance of the two stimuli in the subject’s field of view when either the nearest or the farthest is focused. Two 10-trial experiments were performed in which the subjects were asked to focus on the nearest stimulus in the first one and focus on the farthest stimulus in the second one. During each 22-seconds trial, the subjects seated in front of a experimental box (see Figure 1(c)) and were asked to focus on the target stimulus for 17 s, then was asked to close the eyes for 5 s. The electroencephalographic (EEG) signals were recorded between 5 s and 17 s. EEG signals from 19 electrodes positioned according to the international 10-20 system were acquired at a sampling rate of 200 Hz using the BNT36 device with a cap of integrated wet electrodes. The grounding electrode was positioned on the user forehead and bi-auricular reference was adopted. Signals from electrodes O1 and O2 filtered using an (4 - 50 Hz) elliptic band-pass were used to verify the SSVEP patterns. Other channels were used to perform common average reference spatial filtering. The traditional Power Spectral Density Analysis (PSDA) method and the Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) method [2] were employed to compute the classification accuracy. Due to the gaze focus may occur without intention, to evaluate the robustness of the assessment and the probability of false positive errors, accuracy, Kappa coefficient, sensitivity, specificity and information transfer rate (ITR) were computed.

3 Results

Figure 2 shows the normalized power spectrum of the SSVEP pattern at electrode O2 of the subject 1 computed using the Fourier transformation. To emphasize the elicited SSVEP peaks, offset component was removed by subtracting the mean value of each frequency. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the spectral responses of all trials (gray curves) together with the average (black curve) computed over the 12 s of the EEG signals of the entire trial when the subject was asked to focus on the 6.4 Hz and 5.6 Hz stimulus, respectively. In both cases SSVEP peaks were elicited at stimulus frequency, at the second (12.8 Hz and 11.2 Hz) and at third harmonic frequencies (19.2 Hz and 16.8 Hz). The length of the analysis window is an important aspect to be considered when assuming that the background noise is a random aditive signal and the potential is deterministic. Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the normalized amplitude spectra
Figure 2: (a) and (b) Normalized amplitude spectra corresponding to 10 trials (gray curves) together with the average (black curves). (c) and (d) Normalized amplitude spectra corresponding to different data lengths for one subject.

computed using different time intervals (1, 2, 4 and 8 s). The signal/noise ratio can be improved by increasing data to estimate the spectra, since the energy of the deterministic signal increases quadratically with the increasing of the signal window length. Table 1 shows the parameters that were considered to evaluate the robustness of the assessment for three subjects. Values in parentheses correspond to the PSDA method applied to peaks detection. Values without parentheses correspond to the CCA method. In all cases, the performance of the CCA method was better than PSDA method.

Table 1: Evaluation parameters when the PSDA method (in parentheses) and the CCA method (without parentheses) were employed to detect SSVEP peaks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>ITR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject 1</td>
<td>0.78 (0.70)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.68)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.69)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.37)</td>
<td>3.37 (1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 2</td>
<td>0.90 (0.58)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.87)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.73)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.45)</td>
<td>6.96 (2.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject 3</td>
<td>0.78 (0.70)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.68)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.69)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.37)</td>
<td>3.37 (1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.82 (0.66)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.75)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.70)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.40)</td>
<td>4.57 (1.74)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusion

The results here presented conclude that if two flickering stimuli are appropriately located, then, the focused stimulus is able to elicit distinguishable SSVEP pattern, regardless the non-focused stimulus also present in the user’s field of view. Based on the results showed in Figure 2 and Table 1, which are very promissory, a SSVEP-BCI based on DOF can be developed. Although, the proposed SSVEP-BCI based on DOF uses overt orienting, it is independent of
gaze movements, because the focusing of a target is performed by an accommodation mechanism that, like a pupil contraction, is an ocular reflex response. Hence, this work becomes an alternative method for presenting SSVEP stimuli to the traditional SSVEP-BCI paradigm. The existing traditional SSVEP-BCIs are becoming robust systems and achieving high transfer rates [4]. However, many designs require reliable control of eye movements because the subject performs the selection by gazing directly at each stimulus location. On the other hand, this work also becomes a complementary method to the attention based SSVEP paradigm. SSVEP-BCIs named independent-BCIs, like BCIs based on spatial-visual selective attention [5] or non-spatial selective attention [10] use selectively covert attention to make the selection of the stimulus instead of muscular gaze shifting [1]. Nevertheless, covert orienting demands high attention, and it is associated with difficult tasks that might not become automatic, even with high levels of practice, and requires intention [7]; while overt orienting demands low attention and is associated with easy and/or well-practiced tasks.
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